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Multilingual Pure
Section 1
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Languages in Pure Portal, Pure, Website & Docs

English (UK/US)

Chinese (Simplified)

Danish

Dutch

Finnish

German

Russian

Spanish

Swedish

Welsh

Chinese (Traditional)

French (FR/CA)

Italian

Japanese

Turkish
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Scale of translations

• Text of Pure is around 120,000 words

• (Thankfully 35,000 are repeated)

• Typical new release: 1000-2000 new words for 

‘backend’

• One change in English can trigger 10 translation 

changes
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Eleven language varieties (plus Portal six)

• Different variants for:

- US and UK English in the user interface

- French and French (CA) in the Portal

• No custom language development or self-maintained translations

- Challenges of scaling this number

- Need to ensure consistent performance and quality

- All maintained by a single provider
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• London-based translate plus

• Top 50 language services provider

• Provider since September 2015

• Native-speaker translations

• Tension between software 

translation experts and expert 

knowledge of academic domain

Translation provider
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Translations at a technical level
Section 2
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Life cycle of a string

• Pure written in English (UK)

• Text is stored separately from code (Java .properties files):

- plain text

- HTML format

- one file for each language

• Translations are bound to a  specific version of Pure

- for a translation update, you must update.

• We only translate modules for the countries they are used in:

- REF in English, Welsh

- KUOZ in English, Dutch

• If you see text that begins with a !!, then this is likely a new feature and 
hasn’t been sent to translators yet. 

• Fallback mechanism to English for untranslated text.
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Major release

Enter maturing

Determine which features make release

Finalize English text

First translation round (2-3 weeks)

Receive translations and add to code

Test to make sure everything renders well

Second translation round (1 week)

With few changes, the translations are complete

Third translation round

Address any outstanding issues

Aim for x.x.1 minor release

Life cycle of a string
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Customizing your translations and 
giving feedback

Section 3
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Changing text resources

• Subject of next session – Master Class

• For Pure, once you have edited the resource, Pure 

does not show any further changes to (corrections of) 

that text 

• Can see summary of changed resources with Export 

ODS button

• Note: some text is non-modifiable Classification 

Schemes

•
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Changing text resources in Pure Portal

• Changes can be made/reviewed in place
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Giving feedback

• Edit text resources in Pure + send spreadsheet
If you have already changed some text resources, or 
want to suggest specific changes yourself:

- Edit in an instance of Pure

- Send changed resources spreadsheet

- Indicate if these changes should be made in other contexts 
too

• Make a ticket in JIRA with a screenshot
If you find an error in the context of the text (e.g. 
“Publication Title” vs. “Personal Title” in Chinese

- Screenshot the window (with context!)

- No need to repeat screenshots for different content types

• Make a ticket bringing attention to a module/screen
If the translation as a whole is poor

- Give as much location detail/suggestion as possible 

- We will make a complaint to our translation partners and 
organize review
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Next steps in translations
Section 3
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Improvements to the translation process

• More context to translators:

- Better background information about Pure

- Translators see screenshots with text

- Explanation of what happens in the code

• Give feedback:

- To Elsevier with the Export ODS function

- To translators to improve the translation memory

• More capacity/commitment for review

• Long-term thinking about easier text resource management workflow

• Glad to hear suggestions about how we can improve these processes
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www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence

Thank you.


